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(Free) The app has a streamlined minimalist look, allowing easy navigation from one section to another. The reader interface
features dark or light themes, plus a dark reading view to increase readability. Tailor-made reading mode that removes most UI
elements, except for the progress bar. 3 desktop and 2 mobile apps available No adverts, no in-app purchases. Up to 25% off for
our premium users. What's new in version 2.0: - Reading mode now minimizes the UI (toggle between Modes > Reading and
Modes > Reading + Reading mode > Reading mode) - Adjusted text and font settings per reading mode (more controls available
on the desktop versions) - Added auto-download of fanfic files (for offline reading) - Added back some favourites in the
Synchronise tab - Added the ability to delete read stories - Fixed potential crash - Fixed possible bug (wouldn't show the File
List on desktop computer after quitting and re-opening the app) - Fixed possible bug (wouldn't sync under Windows 10
Anniversary update) - Fixed bug in reading mode (fixed small bug in reading) - Fixed bug in Sync tab (fixed some UI elements
hiding from the sync tab on the mobile version) - Fixed bug in reading mode (fixed small bug in reading mode) - Fixed bug in
sync tab (fixed some UI elements hiding from the sync tab on the mobile version) - Fixed bug in the screen reader (fixing issues
when using the screen reader) - Fixed bug in reading mode (fixed bug with the small text in reading mode) - Fixed bug in sync
tab (fixed small bug in the sync tab) - Fixed bug in reading mode (fixed bug with the small text in reading mode) - Fixed bug in
reading mode (fixed a bug where the reader would randomly become unresponsive) - Fixed bug in reading mode (fixed the issue
of low text contrast in reading mode) - Fixed some bookmarks being cleared with the new system (this will be addressed) -
Fixed bug (crash when trying to change the font size after re-loading the reader) - Fixed bug when hovering over Text button
(turning it darker) - Fixed bug when the reader is launched (some folders wouldn't show) - Fixed bug in reading mode (fixed
bug where the small text in reading mode was too large) - Fixed bug when the synchronisation is
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While there are other popular archives out there, Fanfiction.net is still the most popular destination for both fanfiction writers
and readers. It hosts an impressive amount of content for pretty much every fandom you can think of. Fanfic Reader is a
dedicated app designed to improve your Fanfiction.net experience on Windows 10 devices. It sports a modern, sleek layout and
offers a strong set of features, including the ability to download stories for offline reading, but it can still be improved in a
couple of respects. Find new stories, read your favorite ones and sync data between multiple devices Users who are familiar
with the website’s layout should find it pretty easy to get accustomed to Fanfic Reader, as it doesn’t change things too much,
even improving on the web interface in some areas. As a Universal app, it will be available on all your devices, and its UI will
automatically adapt to their dimensions. You can switch between your PC and mobile phone and pick up right where you left
off. Well-designed Fanfiction.net client that does, however, lack some important features If you are already registered on the
website, you can just log in and see all your favorite stories, authors and reviews, as well as manage your profile. Unfortunately,
though, the app does not list the stories you are following, which is a major drawback. Additionally, the filtering options that are
available are limited compared to those you can find on Fanfiction.net. Furthermore, you do not have the option of restricting
the text’s width and increasing or decreasing line spacing, although you can change the font size. Intuitive user interface that
needs just a couple of tweaks As far as the application’s look is concerned, there aren’t too many negative aspects to mention.
The layout is well thought-out, for the most part, and it is worth appreciating that a dark theme is available. However, we would
like to see a reading mode that hid most, if not all of the UI elements; this is especially important on mobile devices, where
there is very little screen space to spare. If you are looking for a Fanfiction.net client for your Windows 10 devices, Fanfic
Reader is certainly worth a look. It is not perfect, as it lacks a few important features, but it can improve your reading
experience and can synchronize your data across multiple devices. Get Fanfiction here: 09e8f5149f
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Fanfic Reader is a dedicated app designed to improve your Fanfiction.net experience on Windows 10 devices. It sports a
modern, sleek layout and offers a strong set of features, including the ability to download stories for offline reading, but it can
still be improved in a couple of respects. Find new stories, read your favorite ones and sync data between multiple devices Users
who are familiar with the website’s layout should find it pretty easy to get accustomed to Fanfic Reader, as it doesn’t change
things too much, even improving on the web interface in some areas. As a Universal app, it will be available on all your devices,
and its UI will automatically adapt to their dimensions. You can switch between your PC and mobile phone and pick up right
where you left off. Well-designed Fanfiction.net client that does, however, lack some important features If you are already
registered on the website, you can just log in and see all your favorite stories, authors and reviews, as well as manage your
profile. Unfortunately, though, the app does not list the stories you are following, which is a major drawback. Additionally, the
filtering options that are available are limited compared to those you can find on Fanfiction.net. Furthermore, you do not have
the option of restricting the text’s width and increasing or decreasing line spacing, although you can change the font size.
Intuitive user interface that needs just a couple of tweaks As far as the application’s look is concerned, there aren’t too many
negative aspects to mention. The layout is well thought-out, for the most part, and it is worth appreciating that a dark theme is
available. However, we would like to see a reading mode that hid most, if not all of the UI elements; this is especially important
on mobile devices, where there is very little screen space to spare. Fanfic Reader Review Fanfiction.net is one of the most
popular destinations for people looking to read and write fanfiction on the web. It is also one of the most popular browsers in
terms of Alexa ratings, meaning that it is usually one of the first sites that people visit when they want to read or write
fanfiction. However, Fanfiction.net can be difficult to navigate, especially for people who are not familiar with the genre.
Luckily, there is a dedicated app that’s designed to make it a bit easier to browse

What's New in the?

Fanfiction.net is a website for free stories. It was founded in 2000 by a group of writers and avid readers, and it has become the
largest online archive for fanfiction. Fanfiction.net holds an impressive amount of content for a wide variety of fandoms. Fanfic
Reader is a dedicated fanfiction.net client that features a modern and sleek interface. It is also available for all of your devices,
since it has been made Universal. Finding new fanfiction, reading your favorite stories, and viewing reviews is now easier than
ever, thanks to a dedicated Fanfiction.net client that will take you to the right place. The client is intuitive and easy to use, and it
does not require you to do anything except to add its link in your browser, which should be quick and simple to do. Find new
stories, read your favorite ones, check out reviews, and get involved in the fanfiction community. Find your favorite authors,
and experience their stories like never before. Fanfiction.net is a dedicated fanfiction.net client for Windows 10, and it can
improve your reading experience and allow you to sync your data across all of your devices. Find new stories, read your favorite
ones, and check out reviews. There are over 400.000 stories, and counting! Fanfic Reader is an awesome fanfiction.net client,
designed to improve your experience, bring you stories, and most importantly, sync your data across all your devices, providing
you with a seamless reading experience when you want to. Find new stories, read your favorites, check out reviews, and much
more with this excellent application. An incredible tool for expanding your fanfiction.net library, Fanfiction Reader also
features quick access to stories, authors and new releases in large clear and easy to read fonts. Picking up where you left off no
matter which device or OS you use is one of the first things to notice as Fanfiction Reader stays true to its name, offering a rich
and authentic reading experience. Find new stories, read your favorite ones, check out reviews, and get involved in the
fanfiction community. Find your favorite authors, and experience their stories like never before. What’s New in Fanfiction
Reader 1.0.5 Fixes for Web API improvements What's New in Fanfiction Reader 0.1.4 New Release: Install v0.1.3 for iOS11
users What's New in Fanfiction
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System Requirements For Fanfic Reader:

Windows 10, Windows 8.1, Windows 8, Windows 7, Windows Vista, Windows XP 8GB RAM is recommended 1GHz CPU
(minimum) Broadband Internet connection Graphics card of DirectX 11 minimum How to Install/Download? Download/Install
BlueStacks App Player by visiting the Play Store or by clicking on the Download button given below. Once downloaded, install
it on your computer. Once installed, launch the app and log in using your Google account. Click on Google Play from the app
and
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